
WELCOME
..to the beginning of your inner TRANSFORMATION. 

I am so excited to join you on this journey. I don't know what you have been going through. I
don't know what you bring to the table. But I do know that whatever has brought you here

prepared you for something beautiful. How I know? 

Because I have been through some pretty ugly stuff myself. After years of "doing the work"
both with myself and others, I know that each of us has the capacity to understand, heal and

transform ourselves. This is what I want to share with you, here, now, in the TOTAL
TRANSFORMATION. 

Over the next 12 weeks, you will discover strengths and skills you didn't know or had
forgotten that you already had inside you. You will discover hidden resources of physical and

mental energy and hope, as well as the capacity to imagine and make use of perspectives
and solutions that may have previously unthinkable. 

My invitation for you:
It might seem a lot for you right now, and you
might wonder "where do I even start". So I invite
you today to grab your journal and write down 3
powerful words that will lead you through the
upcoming weeks. When I started my journey,
this simple exercise helped me so much to stay
motivated and focused when it got tough. I
sticked them EVERYWHERE: on my fridge, my
mirror, above my bed.. My 3 words were (and
still are): EAT. MOVE. MATTER. I started my
journey with these 3 words, and I am still being
guided by them every single day.



THIS IS JUST THE BEGINNING OF THE END
..of the *old* you and all you have been told to be. Now is the time to show the world -

including yourself - who you TRULY are and what you are capable of. I am not talking about
false hope or wishful thinking, but the earned hope of lived experience - of knowing that the

tools and techniques you are learning, the skills and in exploring and experiencing yourself, are
making a really, felt, measurable difference in your life.

Thank you for being here. I am honoured to share this sacred space with you. Let's begin where
we are. Not where we want to go. And watch where this beautiful journey will lead us to!

You've got this. We've got this, together. Us. You and me.

With a whole lot of love and gratitude,

Nila

PS:  IN CASE YOU DIDN'T  READ THE WHOLE MESSAGE,  HERE IS  A  SUMMARY:

YOU'VE GOT THIS!

Let us always remember:
Start where you are.
This isn’t the end. It’s where you start again.
You can make something new out of what
you've been through.
Be flawed in this practice. 
Learn along the way.
Healing isn't linear. It requires trial and error.
You won't always get it right, and that's okay.
Getting lost along the way may be an
important part of your process.
YOU matter. More than you know.

Your 3 words:
Your words can be a feeling, something you
wish to accomplish, a place, anything really.
Make sure that you carve out some time to
truly turn inward and give yourself time and
space to think about what you would like to
FEEL like when you finish this program (and
long after). 

Remember: Feeling will bring you further than
thought alone!


